Growth Mindset.
Believe in development.
Hockey is all about learning to
fail and having the courage to
try again. Embrace challenges
and you will grow more than
you ever thought was possible.

Teamwork.
Contribute to something
larger than yourself. Share
responsibilities. Ask for
help when you need it.
Trust that we are working
towards a common goal.

Communication.
Opt in for Sports Engine
emails. Check SJHA's website
and Facebook page weekly.
Reach out proactively. Read
the Chip and Go Newsletter.

Respect.
SJHA staff and coaches work
relentlessly to make hockey
fun, safe, and affordable. Give
thoughtful and polite
feedback. We are always
open to ideas.

Commitment.
Be early. Do an extra rep.
Watch hockey. Ask for
supplemental exercises.
Study the game in your
free time. Challenge
others. Be a consistent
example. Never settle.

The Seattle Junior Hockey Association is a
unique grassroots hockey community. We
grow and evolve with one goal in mind: to
make lasting positive impact on all of our
players through the game of hockey.
Our community is most successful when we
are pulling the rope together. So players,
coaches, and parents, please give us a hand.
Start pulling. Here's how:

Volunteerism.
Donate your time.
SJHA has a wealth of
community-based volunteer
opportunities: coaching, junior
coaching, managing, event
planning, marketing, and much
more! If you have skills to share
with us, please help.

Collaboration.
SJHA will be moving towards an
objective-based skill
development curriculum.
Coaches of consecutive age divisions will
be required to collaborate to determine
the necessary skills players must have in
order to matriculate. Our goal is to
provide a continuous development
program from Beginners to Midgets. The
linchpin to our success will be
collaboration in goal setting, thoughtful
backwards planning, and intentional
practices throughout the season.

Seattle Junior
Hockey Association
Pulling the rope,
together

